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Outline

• Diversity in bulk composition of 
transiting low-mass exoplanets

• Detectability of the mineral atmosphere 
of hot rocky low-mass planets

• Characterization of atmospheres of 
volatile-rich low-mass planets

Planets in this talk are quite uninhabitable !



Close+in,Super+Earths
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No planet intermediate in size 
between the Earth & Neptune 
in the Solar System.

In contrast, SEs are common 
beyond the Solar System.

Super-
   Earths

data from exoplanets.org

“Super-Earths (SEs)”

Most of the SEs are orbiting 
close to their host stars

Important issue: To understand 
the properties and origin of 

close-in hot/warm SEs 
as a stepping-stone to habitable worlds



The Astrophysical Journal, 800:135 (7pp), 2015 February 20 Dressing et al.
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Figure 4. Mass–radius diagram for planets smaller than 2.7 R! with masses measured to better than 20% precision. The shaded gray region in the lower right indicates
planets with iron content exceeding the maximum value predicted from models of collisional stripping (Marcus et al. 2010). The solid lines are theoretical mass-radius
curves (Zeng & Sasselov 2013) for planets with compositions of 100% H2O (blue), 25% MgSiO3 – 75% H2O (purple), 50% MgSiO3 – 50% H2O (green), 100%
MgSiO3 (black), 50% Fe – 50% MgSiO3 (red), and 100% Fe (orange). Our best-fit relation based on the Zeng & Sasselov (2013) models is the dashed light blue line
representing an Earth-like composition (modeled as 17% iron and 83% magnesium silicate using a fully differentiated, two-component model). The shaded region
surrounding the line indicates the 2% dispersion in radius expected from variation in Mg/Si and Fe/Si ratios (Grasset et al. 2009).

the exoplanets considered so that they do not have undue
influence on the resulting fit. We find the lowest !2 for a model
composition of 83% MgSiO3 and 17% Fe. We arrive at the same
best-fit relation when we exclude Earth and Venus. We caution
that the two-component models used in this analysis make
two simplifying approximations about the interior structure of
planets that cause the core mass fraction to be underestimated:
(1) the core contains only iron and the mantle contains only
magnesium silicate and (2) the planet is completely dry with
no water content. Accordingly, we expect the actual core
mass fraction to be slightly higher by 5%–8% to account for
incorporation of lighter elements like oxygen, sulfur, and silicon
in the core and the inclusion of water in the mantle. In addition,
there could be a change of roughly 2% toward higher or lower
core fractions due to uncertainties in the equations of state
used in the model calculations. Our purpose in this exercise
is to test whether we can find one composition that successfully
explains all seven planets, not to place stringent constraints on
the abundance of magnesium silicate or iron.

Intriguingly, all of these planets, which are smaller than
1.6 R!, have a tight dispersion around this best-fit compositional
curve, suggesting that the distribution of small planet compo-
sitions has low intrinsic scatter. In the solar system, the strong
agreement between abundance ratios of elements in meteorites
and those of the solar photosphere (Lodders 2003) is a key con-
straint by which we deduce the composition of the interior of
the Earth. Therefore, we might look to the bulk abundances of
exoplanet host stars for similar constraints on the interior com-
positions of their terrestrial planets. Grasset et al. (2009) use a
set of planetary models to investigate the dependence of planet
radii on elemental abundances. Varying the ratios of iron to sili-
cate and magnesium to silicate within the range observed for the
photospheric abundances of nearby exoplanet host stars (Beirão

et al. 2005; Gilli et al. 2006), Grasset et al. (2009) predicted that
the radii of terrestrial planets would vary by roughly 2% at a
given mass. Our findings are in agreement with this picture: We
measure a mean absolute deviation of 1.9% between the esti-
mated planet radii and the values predicted by a 83% MgSiO3/
17% Fe model for planets less massive than 6 M!. Indeed, rocky
planets very close to their host stars seem to obey a well-defined
relationship between radius and mass, although with only five
such examples outside the solar system, the immediate task is to
characterize other terrestrial exoplanets with similar precision.
Increasing the sample of small planets with well-constrained
masses and radii will allow us to learn whether additional rocky
planets could also be explained by a single mass-radius relation
and investigate whether the relation found for close-in planets
extends to planets in more distant orbits.

Our mass-radius diagram also includes five planets more
massive than 6 M!: 55 Cnc e, GJ1214b, HD 97658b, HIP
116454b, and Kepler-10c. In contrast, none of these more
massive planets have a high density consistent with the best-
fit magnesium silicate/iron composition described above. In
agreement with Rogers (2014), we find that planets larger than
approximately 1.6 R! (e.g., more massive than approximately
6 M!) contain significant fractions of volatiles or H/He gas.
These planets appear to have a diversity of compositions that is
not well-explained by a single mass-radius relation (Wolfgang
& Lopez 2014).

The discussion above focused exclusively on planets smaller
than 2.7 R! with masses measured to better than 20%. Some
low-mass worlds with very low densities are known, notably the
Kepler-11 system (Lissauer et al. 2013) and KOI-314c (Kipping
et al. 2014). Thus we are not proposing that all planets less
massive than 6 M! obey a single mass-radius relation; rather,
we suggest that the rocky analogs of the Earth might do so.
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What,Are,They,Like?

Mass vs. radius of super-Earths 
with radii of < 2.7Re and masses measured to < 20% precision

from Dressing et al. (2015)
Some of the SEs are closely 
similar to the Earth & Venus 
in bulk composition.

➜ Earth analogs?

They are remnants that 
have experienced several 
processes.

SEs are diverse in bulk 
composition.
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interactions of (proto) planets and external perturbers can be
found in Davies et al. (2013).

Illustrative output: formation tracks

An illustrative output of the population synthesis framework
represented in Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 12. It shows formation
tracks in the mass–distance plane for the one-embryo-per-disc
approximation. The non-isothermal type I migration model
is used. Planetary embryos are inserted at a given starting
distance into protoplanetary disc of varied properties with an
initial mass of 0.6 Earth masses. They then grow by accreting
planetesimals and gas, and concurrently migrate due to the
interaction with the gas disc. The distribution of the final
positions of the planets (at the moment the protoplanetary disc
goes away) can be compared with the observed semi-major
axis–mass distribution.
One can see that the outcome of the formation process is of a

high diversity, despite the fact that always exactly the same
formation model is used. This is a basic outcome similar to the
observational result. In the figure, one can, for example, find
tracks that lead to the formation of hot Jupiters. Most
embryos, however, remain at a low mass, since they cannot
accrete a sufficient amount of planetesimals to start rapid
gas accretion and become a giant planet. At an orbital
distance of 0.2–1 AU, an overdensity of low-mass planets
(M!,5M!) can be seen. These are planets that are captured in

the inner convergence zone (cf. Fig. 11). One also notes that
almost all giant planets are inside of 1 AU, which is not in
agreement with observations. These points to too rapid inward
orbital migration in the model, meaning that the theoretical
description of this process must be further improved. It is a
typical result that the synthetic mass distribution (discussed in
the next section) is in better agreement with the observational
data than the synthetic semi-major axis distribution (e.g.
Mordasini et al. 2009b).

Comparisons with observation

In this section, we discuss important selected comparisons
between theoretical and observed statistical properties. Thanks
to the coupling of planet formation and evolution in the global
model as shown in Fig. 3, it is possible to compare with all
major observational techniques.

Radial velocity: the planetary initial mass function

Among the many outputs that can be compared with
observations, one of the most fundamental results of popu-
lation synthesis is a prediction for the distribution of planetary
masses. It is obvious that the planetarymass function hasmany
important implications, including the question about the
frequency of habitable extrasolar planets. In the left panel of
Fig. 13, the planetary mass function is shown as derived from
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Fig. 12. Theoretical planetary formation tracks that show how planetary seeds (initial mass 0.6 Earth masses) concurrently grow andmigrate. The
colours indicate the different types of orbital migration (type I: brown: locally isothermal; red: adiabatic, unsaturated corotation torque; blue:
adiabatic, saturated coronation torque; green: type II). The position of the planets at the moment in time that is shown (4.9Myr) is indicated by
black symbols. Some planets have reached the inner border of the computational disc at 0.1 AU.

Global models of planet formation and evolution 223

1 100.1
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Mordasini et al. (2015)
also Dittkrist et al. (2014)

Bern!Population!Synthesis!Models

Super-Earths migrate wildly 
in a complicated way

Close-in SEs may have 
come from beyond the 
snowline

➜

Planets in HZs are not 
always habitable planets.



Photo+evaporation,of,Icy,super+Earths
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Figure from Kurosaki, Ikoma, & Hori (2014)

Fate of icy super-Earths that undergo 
photo-evaporative mass-loss for 10 Gyr water envelope

rock core

Rocky super-Earths might be 
remnants of icy planets.



Degeneracy,in,Composi;on
D. Valencia et al.: Composition and fate of short-period super-Earths

Fig. 3. P!T phase diagram for iron. Values for pressures below 200 GPa
were adapted from Boehler (2000) and references therein. The black
region shows the agreement in the melting curve of iron at relatively
low pressures. Data points for melting in the high pressure regime of
306–1625 GPa are from Morard et al. (2009). Red points correspond
to the liquid phase, while black points are solid Fe. The dashed curve
is a melting line drawn to approximate the boundary suggested by the
results from the ab-initio calculations. The temperature profile for an
Earth-like CoRoT-7b is shown in green. The dotted part corresponds to
the mantle, whereas the solid line corresponds to the core’s temperature.

di!erent phases of iron depending on the pressure-temperature
profile. However, the high pressure regime in which most of the
cores of super-Earths would be in, is still inaccessible to exper-
iments. Thus it is unclear if there are any other higher pressure
phases of iron unidentified at this point. One study (Morard et al.
2009) has reported the melting behaviour of iron in the tens of
megabars pressure regime from ab-initio calculations (red and
black symbols in Fig. 3). The melting boundary is quite steep,
implying that pure-iron planets are likely to be mostly solid.
However, planets with mantles have hotter interiors due to their
insulating character.

4. Inferring composition

4.1. CoRoT-7b as a rocky (iron+rock) planet

4.1.1. Description

We first explore the case where the planet is of telluric com-
position. This implies a variety of compositions, from a pure
magnesium-silicate planet (with no iron) to a pure iron planet.
The former would yield the largest size for a rocky body,
while the latter would be the smallest. Either case is unlikely.
During the cooling of a protoplanetary disc, iron and silicates
are condensed out at similar temperatures so that if iron is
present, so are silicates, and visceversa, especially in large ob-
jects. Furthermore, the variety in structure for rocky planets in-
cludes those that are di!erentiated and undi!erentiated. The for-
mer has a layered structure with the core composed mainly of
iron, and in the case of Earth some nickel and a light alloy
(McDonough & Sun 1995) below a silicate mantle. The mantle
can also incorporate iron within the oxide structure, replacing
the magnesium site. Undi!erentiated planets would have all of
their iron content embedded in the mantle rocks. The amount of
iron with respect to magnesium in the mantle (the magnesium
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Fig. 4. Mass-radius relations for planets made of iron and rocks. The
compositions considered are pure iron, 63% core and 37% mantle,
Earth-like (33% core and 67% mantle with xFe = 0.1 iron content),
an undi!erentiated planet with bulk Fe/Si= 2 (Earth-like), and 100%
Mg-silicate mantle planet. The surface temperature is taken to be
1800 K. The shaded area corresponds to CoRoT-7b’s measured radius
and mass. Any combination of M-R that lies above the relation for
pure Mg-silicate planets (orange line) requires a composition that in-
cludes volatiles. Compositions with larger amounts of iron would pro-
gressively lie below this line.

number) speaks to the degree of di!erentiation of a planet and
is a consequence of early formation, when the part of Fe that
remained immiscible di!erentiated to form the core. The iron
content xFe =Fe/(Mg+Fe) for Earth has been estimated at 0.1
(McDonough & Sun 1995), while for Mars it is calculated to
be 0.20–0.25 (Ohtani & Kamaya 1992). For super-Earths this
number may greatly vary, although due to a higher accretional
energy, bigger planets may be expected to be di!erentiated.

On the other hand, the composition of planets can be com-
pared by looking at bulk elemental ratios like Fe/Si. For Earth
this number is considered to agree with that of CI chondrites
(McDonough & Sun 1995) and is "2. Although it is unclear if
the planets should have the same Fe/Si bulk ratio as their host
star, it is a reasonable assumption. Mercury is an anomaly in the
solar system. However, its anomalously high iron content may
be related to secondary formation processes like giant impacts
and erosion, which may have dramatic e!ects on planetary com-
positions.

To infer CoRoT-7b’s composition we considered di!erent
possibilities: 1) a pure Mg-silicate planet; 2) an Earth analog
(i.e. a di!erentiated planet with xFe = 0.1, and a core that is
33% by mass); 3) an undi!erentiated planet with the same bulk
Fe/Si ratio as Earth’s, which we obtain with an iron content of
xFe = 0.76 by mol; (4) a planet with no iron in the mantle and a
core-mass fraction of 63% (i.e. a super-Mercury); and (5) a pure
iron planet. The mass-radius relations are shown in Fig. 4.

To calculate the Fe/Si ratio of the di!erentiated and un-
di!erentiated planets we considered a mantle composed of
1
2 (Mg(1!xFe),FexFe )2SiO4 +

1
2 (Mg(1!xFe),FexFe )2Si2O6 in the upper

mantle and 3
4 (Mg(1!xFe),FexFe )SiO3 +

1
4 (Mg(1!xFe),FexFe )O, in the

lower mantle and lowermost mantle (the post-perovskite region).
In addition, we used a Ni/Fe ratio of 17 and had a light alloy in
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Fig. 7. Drawing to show the interior structure envisioned for a planet
made of iron, rocks and volatiles in vapour form (possibly with H-He).

Note that invoking a putative evaporation of an outer hydrogen
atmosphere would require an increased irradiation, which would
also be unfavourable to the rapid cooling of the planet. Second,
although possibilities of slow/delayed migration exist (e.g. Wu
& Murray 2003), most of the migration scenarios require “help”
from the protoplanetary disc, and therefore a migration in the
first millions of years (e.g. Moorhead & Adams 2005). Below
we therefore only consider the possibility that ices are in vapour
form. Figure 7 depicts the two possibilities that we envision: a
fully di!erentiated planet with iron, silicates and an extended en-
velope of vapour, or a fully homogeneous planet in which iron,
silicates and volatiles (in vapour form) are thoroughly mixed.

4.2.2. Constraints on the presence of vapour

To estimate possible amounts of vapour compatible with the
measurements of CoRoT-7b, we proceed as follows: first, for
simplicity, we only considered the case of a solid/liquid interior
that is “Earth-like” in composition (33% iron core, 67% man-
tle rock) and surrounded by an envelope of volatiles in vapour
form. Our calculations of interior models for the iron+rock part
as a function of its mass MFe+R and outside pressure P0 are found
to yield radii of the order of

RFe+R = 9800 km
!

MFe+R

5 M!

"0.28+0.02
"

M/5 M!

#10$[log10(1+P0/
"

M/5 M!)/7]3

, (9)

where P0 is in GPa units. The relation is an approximation found
to be accurate to ±0.5% for MFe+R between 1 and 15 M! and P0
up to 103 GPa (=100 Mbar). The approximation is accurate to
±3% to 104 GPa.

The size of the planet with vapour is found by calculating the
evolution of an initially adiabatic planet with a specific entropy
equal to that of vapour at 10 bar and 2500 K. This initial state is
chosen as representative of any “hot start”, since any evolution
from still higher entropies would have been fast. We neglected
any possible orbital evolution of the planet.

The evolution is characterized by the rapid growth of a
radiative zone just below the atmospheric boundary, similarly
to what is obtained for giant exoplanets (Guillot 2005). This
zone quickly becomes isothermal and extends down to pressures
around 10 kbar and temperatures %3000 K. At those pressures
and temperatures, the rapid rise in radiative opacities implies that
any further extension of the radiative region must wait for a large
reduction of the intrinsic luminosity, implying a slow cooling.

Earth-like

20% vapor
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Fig. 8. Radius as a function of mass for a planet made of iron, rocks
and vapour. The “Earth-like” line corresponds to the limiting value of
a solid Earth-like planet with a mass fraction of iron to rocks of 33%
and without vapour. Other lines corresponds to radii for planets with
an Earth-like interior and a vapour (H2O) envelope, with a ratio of the
mass of the vapour envelope to the total planetary mass between 3%
and 100%, as labelled. The models with vapour have been evolved for
1 Ga using our fiducial opacity table (see text). Radii correspond to the
10 bar level.

This implies that results should be relatively robust with regard
to the uncertainties in the initial state, opacities, age...etc.

Figure 8 shows the resulting planetary radii after 2 Ga of evo-
lution for various mass fractions of vapour in the planet. The
presence of an atmosphere of vapour is found to a!ect the struc-
ture and size of the planet significantly. We find that the upper
limit on the amount of vapour present in CoRoT-7b is %10%, i.e.
the equivalent to about 0.5 M!. Because the cooling and con-
traction occurs rapidly, we found that this value is robust and
does not change by more than a few percent when considering
cooling times between 0.1 and 10 Ga. Given the evaporation rate
calculated in Sect. 2, this implies that such an atmosphere would
last for another Ga or so. Hence, this is a reasonable possibility.
Our best vapour-planet model for CoRoT-7b with a total mass of
4.8 M!, has a vapour envelope that is 3% of the total mass and
12% of the total radius (see Fig. 7). For this model, the envelope
is close to being isothermal: the transition between the vapour
envelope and the silicate mantle is at a temperature of 2900 K
for a pressure of 14 GPa.

4.2.3. Constraints on the presence of hydrogen and helium

With the same method we derived constraints on the amounts of
hydrogen and helium that may be present. Figure 9 shows that
the presence of an envelope hydrogen and helium leads to a very
significant increase in the size of the planet. Because of the low
gravity and high compressibility of the envelope, we found that
planets with smaller masses have larger radii if they contain a
H-He envelope and are significantly irradiated, except when the
envelope to core mass ratio is so small that the envelope is still
tightly bound by gravity to the Earth-like nucleus. We derived
that any hydrogen-helium envelope in CoRoT-7b must be less
than 0.01% of the total planetary mass. Note that for such small
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Figure from Valencia, Ikoma, Guillot+ (2010)

Unable to distinguish 
between dry and wet super-Earths 
only from mass-radius relationship

Silicate + iron
Silicate + iron + water



Atmosphere,of,Close+in,Dry,Rocky,Planet

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 742:L19 (5pp), 2011 December 1 Miguel et al.

Table 1
Compositions Adopted for the Magma

Oxide SiO2 MgO Al2O3 TiO2 Fe2O3 FeO CaO Na2O K2O

Komatiite (Wt. oxide %) 47.10 29.60 4.04 0.24 12.80 0.0 5.44 0.46 0.09
Bulk silicate Earth (Wt. oxide %) 45.97 36.66 4.77 0.18 0.0 8.24 3.78 0.35 0.04

Table 2
Planetary and Stellar Parameters for Kepler Candidates with Radii Less than

2.5 R! and Temperatures Higher than 1000 K

KOI a Rp Tp
a Teff,! R!

(AU) (R!) (K) (K) (R")

69.01 0.056 1.6 1129 5480 1.03
70.02 0.046 1.6 1001 5342 0.7
72.01 0.018 1.3 1946 5491 0.98
85.02 0.035 1.7 1987 6006 1.66
85.03 0.084 2. 1282 6006 1.66
107.01 0.075 2.1 1025 5816 1.01
112.02 0.048 1.7 1414 5839 1.22
115.02 0.076 2.2 1251 6202 1.34
117.02 0.058 1.3 1142 5725 1
117.03 0.043 1.3 1326 5725 1
123.01 0.071 2.3 1188 5897 1.25
124.01 0.111 2.3 1006 6076 1.32
137.03 0.046 2.3 1335 5289 1.27
139.02 0.045 1.2 1272 5921 0.9

Note. a Calculated adopting an albedo of 0.01.

(This table is available in its entirety in a machine-readable form in the online
journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.)
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Figure 1. Effective stellar temperature vs. semi-major axis of all Kepler plan-
etary candidates, in different point sizes, according to their radii. Planet can-
didates with Tp > 1000 K and Rp ! 2.5 R!, are shown in red. The cooler
planets (in the same radius range) are shown in black. The planet candidates
with Rp > 2.5 R! are shown in gray.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

and Rp ! 2.5 R! are shown in red and are the sample we focus
on here. The cooler planets (in the same radius range) are shown
in black. The planet candidates with Rp > 2.5 R! are shown in
gray.

3.1. Simulation Results

We perform outgassing simulations for temperatures between
1000 and 3500 K, and apply our results to planet candidates

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Teff,! vs. a for the Kepler candidates analyzed in this work (upper
panel). KOIs with radius between 2 and 2.5 R! (large points), radius between 1.5
and 2 R! (medium points) and Rp < 1.5 R! (small points). Lines of constant
temperatures are shown. Planet surface temperatures vs. partial pressures of the
gases vaporized from a komatiite magma (lower panel). Temperatures at which
the dominant gases change are indicated.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

in the 2011 February Kepler release with Rp ! 2.5 R! and
Tp > 1000 K. Table 2 lists their semimajor axis, radii, surface
temperatures (obtained adopting an albedo of 0.01), stellar
effective temperatures, and stellar radius.

Following Schaefer & Fegley (2009), we explore the partial
pressures of all the gases vaporized at different temperatures,
assuming atmospheres free of volatile gases such as H, C,
N, and S (see the discussion). We model the initial planetary
atmosphere characteristics depending on the radius and semi-
major axis of the Kepler candidates. Figure 2(a) shows the
planet candidates that orbit their star with short periods and
accordingly high temperatures. The candidates are shown in
different point sizes according to their radius: 2–2.5 R! (large
points), 1.5–2 R! (medium points), and candidates with Rp <
1.5 R! (small points). The lines indicate constant planet surface
temperatures. The blue, violet, light blue, gray, and black line in

2

Calculated composition of atmosphere 
on top of the magma ocean

from Miguel et al. (2011)

Artist’s image of CoRoT-7b (ESA)

The atmosphere consists of Na, K, Fe, SiO gases etc., 
which we call “the mineral atmosphere”.

Molten silicate surface 
“magma ocean”

similar to the primordial 
Earth



Radia;ve,Absorp;on
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Absorption of Na, K & Fe dominates in the visible region.

Ito, Ikoma, Kawahara et al. (2015, ApJ)

SiO absorbs UV well.
SiO also absorbs IR well, especially at ~4 and 10μm



Temperature,Profile

6

mainly because of the strong UV-ray absorption by SiO
and visible-light absorption by Na and K. This means
that the absorption of the incident stellar radiation is
stronger compared to the intrinsic planetary radiation,
which results in thermal inversion for P ! 10!5bar. On
the other hand, as shown in Figure 5, the dissociation of
SiO occurs for P " 10!5bar. Thus, for P " 10!5bar, the
temperature decreases with decresing pressure because
the UV-ray absorption by SiO becomes weak. In par-
ticular, in the cases of Teq ! 3000 K, the temperature
at the atmospheric bottom, Tb, is significantly smaller
than µ1/4

" Teq. In contrast, Tb # µ1/4
" Teq for low Teq, be-

cause the atmosphere is so optically thin that the ground
is directly heated by stellar irradiation. In the cases of
Teq " 2000 K, the atmosphere is thus isothermal.
Note that jumps in temperature between Tb and Tg

are found in Figure 4. This is because those atmospheres
are optical thin for the incident stellar flux and any heat
transfer process except radiative transfer is not taken into
account. Such structure, however, has little impact on
the emission spectra that we use when discussing the de-
tectability of HSREs in secondary eclipse (see section 5).
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Figure 4. Temperature-pressure profile in the mineral atmo-
sphere on top of the BSE magma of a super-Earth with gravity
of 25 m/s2 for five choices of the substellar-point equilibrium tem-
perature, Teq, of 1800 K (black), 2000 K (cyan), 2300 K (blue),
2500 K (green), and 3000 K (red) (see eq. [16]; Ap = 0). The
host star is assumed to be a Sun-like star with radius of 1 R! and
e!ective temperature of 6000 K and emit the blackbody radiation
of 6000 K. The solid lines show the day-side averaged profiles (i.e.,
the cosine of the stellar-light zenith angle µ" = 1/2; see eq. [12]).
The open circle shows the temperature at the bottom of the atmo-
sphere and the filled circle shows the temperature at the ground,
Tg. The orange solid line represents the total vapor pressure for
the BSE composition, which defines the ground.

5. DETECTABILITY VIA SECONDARY ECLIPSE
OBSERVATION

5.1. Secondary eclipse depth

Here we assess the detectability of the mineral atmo-
spheres of HRSEs that we have modeled via the sec-
ondary eclipse observation. This observation enables us
to infer the vertical temperature profile and composition
of an exoplanetary atmosphere by obtaining planetary
emission spectrum. In particular, the thermal inversion
structure found in section 4 is expected to be detected.
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(d) Teq = 2500K
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(e) Teq = 3000K
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Figure 5. The distribution of the six major gas species in chemical
equilibrium in the mineral atmosphere. Molar fractions of SiO
(red), O2 (green), Na (blue), K (magenta), O (cyan) and Si(yellow)
are shown as functions of pressure for five choices of the substellar-
point equilibrium temperature; (a) Teq = 1800K, (b) 2000K, (c)
2300K, (d) 2500K, and (e) 3000K. The structure of the atmosphere
is shown in Figure 4.

The secondary eclipse observation measures the ratio
of the planetary luminosity to the sum of the stellar and
planetary luminosities. The ratio is often called the sec-
ondary eclipse depth, !!, which is given by

!! #
!
Rp

R"

"2 Fp,! +ApF",!
F",!

, (17)

where F",! is the emergent stellar flux and Fp,! is the
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Figure 2 | The transmission spectrum of GJ 1214b. a, Transmission
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Flat Spectrum
=> Thick haze/cloud layer 
prevents us from looking 
into the atmosphere

Aimed to clarify whether 
GJ1214b has a H-dominated or 
H2O-dominated atmosphere.
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Nascimbeni et al.: The blue sky of GJ3470b

Fig. 2. Upper panel: Reconstructed transmission spectrum of GJ3470b. The Uspec and F972N20 data points are extracted from our
LBC light curves (blue circles), the g!RcIcJ points from Fukui et al. (2013) (green circles), and the 4.5µm point from Demory et al.
(2013) (red circle). The model plotted with a dark green line is scaled from a Howe & Burrows (2012) model computed for a 10-M"
cloud-free, haze-free planet with Teq = 700 K and a pure water (H2O) atmosphere. The open squares represent the model points
integrated over the instrumental passbands. Second panel: same as above, but with a cloud-free, haze-free, metal-poor atmosphere
dominated by H and He, computed by the same authors (orange line). Abundances are scaled from the solar ones (Z = 0.3#Z$) Third
panel: same as above, but adding the contribution of a scattering haze from Tholin particles at 1 µbar. Lower panel: Instrumental
passbands employed for each data point.

A !kmax correction ranging from 0.00355 to 0.00540 could
appear quite large since it is an order of magnitude larger than
our best errors on k (% 0.0005 in F972N20 and 4.5µm). One has
to consider, however, that the absolute scaling of this correction
(which is related to the “solid” radius of the planet Rp,0 mea-
sured at H = 0) is of secondary interest for our study. Instead,
the di!erential e"ect of the !kmax correction is crucial, because
it changes the slope of the Rayleigh scattering absorption and
the shape of the overall transmission spectrum. It is worth not-
ing that this fact may not hold when gathering transits at dif-
ferent epochs. In such a case, due to starspot evolution or activ-
ity cycles, the filling factors fo and fu may change, adding an
unknown systematic o"set between non-simultaneous measure-
ments. However, our main result is based on simultaneous mea-
surements (in Uspec and F972N20), hence they are not a"ected
by such an e"ect.

5. Discussion and conclusions

5.1. The transmission spectrum of GJ3470b

If we examine the transmission spectrum of GJ3470b as re-
constructed by our LBC measurements and from those by
Demory et al. (2013) and Fukui et al. (2013) (Fig. 2, large cir-
cles), it appears evident that no constant value of k could ex-
plain the data (!2 = 67.8 for 5 degrees of freedom, correspond-
ing to a reduced value of !2r = 13.5). The color dependence
of k is then significant, with a steep increase toward the blue
side of the spectrum which is usually associated with scatter-
ing processes. How can we interpret this spectrum k(")? A de-
tailed atmospheric modeling of GJ3470b is beyond the scope of
this paper. Instead, we rescaled the model transmission spectra
computed by Howe & Burrows (2012) taking the grid point of
their simulations closer to GJ3470b (Teq = 700K, Mp = 10M")
and investigating which class of atmospheric composition best
matches the observed data points, and which ones can be ex-
cluded.

The most striking result is that the large observed varia-
tions of k(") are totally incompatible with all model sets by
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Fig. 15. WFC3/G141 transmission spectrum
of GJ 3470b (same as in Fig. 13) vs. sev-
eral transmission spectrum models. The white
light curve radius ratio and its ±1-� uncer-
tainty are represented by the horizontal dashed
and dotted lines, respectively.

5.2.2. Interpretation of the full transmission spectrum

We now consider the full set of Rp/R? measurements for
GJ 3470b (Fig. 14) and compare it with the models discussed
above. We again fit the data by adjusting a vertical o↵set to the
di↵erent models. Figures 16 to 18 show a comparison of all these
data with our models. The idealistic models (cloud-covered and
pure-Rayleigh) are shown in Fig. 16. Figure 17 shows the di↵er-
ent H2-rich models with minor species and the H2O-rich model,
and Fig. 18 shows the hazy-H2 models.

As detailed above in Sect. 5.1, the data are consistent with
a flat transmission spectrum between 1 µm and 5 µm, whereas
there is a trend for a increasing slope towards short wavelengths
below 1 µm.

All models predicting non-flat infrared spectra are incon-
sistent with the data collected beyond 1 µm. This excludes the
models with tholin hazes (Fig. 18), which do not hide the wa-
ter or methane molecular signatures and thus yield �2 � 100
for ⌫ = 24 (see Table 2). Cloudless H2-rich models with mi-
nor species (Fig. 17) are also ruled out: these models predict
strong water and/or methane signatures in the infrared, yield-
ing 147 < �2 < 352 for ⌫ = 24. Adding clouds to the H2-rich,
100 ppm H2O model helps in obtaining better fits (�2 = 69.2 and
66.1 for ⌫ = 24, for cloud top at 100 mbar and 10 mbar, respec-
tively), as this reduces the amplitude of the molecular signatures.
For these models, Rayleigh scattering towards short wavelengths
yields a slope similar to that suggested by data collected in the
visible. These models, however, are not flat enough beyond 1 µm
to satisfyingly match the infrared data.

On the other hand, the models tested above in Sect. 5.2.1 to
yield a flat infrared spectrum, consistently yield a flat spectrum
in the visible. Increasing the VMR of minor species (water or
methane, both with a molar mass of 18 g mol�1) would eventu-
ally lead to shrink the atmospheric scale height and compress all
spectroscopic signatures, including the Rayleigh scattering slope
towards short wavelengths. This is why the H2O-rich model (sky
blue curve in Fig. 17), which provided a good fit to the WFC3
data only (�2 = 8.8 for ⌫ = 12), does not work as well when the
full set of data is considered (�2 = 73.1 for ⌫ = 24). Similarly,
the cloud-covered model producing a straight-line transmission

spectrum is not favoured either when all the data are consid-
ered (�2 = 67.2 for ⌫ = 24), because of the increasing slope to-
wards short wavelength suggested by the optical measurements.
With the achieved level of precision, it is fair to say that we
cannot distinguish between a cloudy H2-rich atmosphere with
XH2O = 100 ppm, a pure water atmosphere, or a cloud-covered
atmosphere yielding a completely flat transmission spectrum.
All these models yield �2 ⇡ 70 (⌫ = 24). Consequently, none
of these models satisfyingly fit both visible and infrared data.

Obtaining a better match between models and observations
would be achieved by an atmospheric model producing a fea-
tureless spectrum in the infrared while preserving a Rayleigh
slope in the visible. One possibility, that we are now going to
explore, would be to further reduce the VMR of H2O in the H2-
rich atmospheres with minor gases and clouds. The decrease in
VMR would have to be significant in order to su�ciently at-
tenuate the molecular signatures, because of the analytical de-
generacy between the abundance of a species and the total pres-
sure(Lecavelier des Etangs et al. 2008): we have tested the case
of a cloudy model (clouds at 100 mbar) with an extremely low
VMR of water (1 ppm), for which we indeed obtain a decreased
�2 of 59.4 (⌫ = 24), with respect to the previously tested model
with XH2O = 100 ppm and clouds at the same altitude (see
Fig. 17).

Such H2-rich atmospheres with extremely low or no amount
of water are what we call the pure-Rayleigh H2 atmospheres.
These ideal models, plotted in Fig. 16, actually yield the best fits
to the whole data set because they are flat beyond 1 µm while
featuring a Rayleigh slope in the visible. The amplitude of the
slope depends on the presence and altitude of clouds. For cloud
layers at 100 and 10 mbar, pure-Rayleigh H2 models yield �2 of
24.9 and 11.6, respectively (for ⌫ = 24), which is a significant
improvement with respect to the previously tested models.

While pure-Rayleigh H2 atmospheres represent a good
match to the available data, they are not necessarily physically
or chemically realistic. In fact, having no or extremely low
(< 1 ppm) amounts of water in a H2-rich (XH2 > 0.9) atmo-
sphere is at odds (by ⇠4 orders of magnitude) with the predic-
tions of the photo- and thermochemical model of Hu & Seager
(2014). According to these authors, the water VMR could be
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Need to know much about haze
✓relationship between haze properties and 

atmospheric conditions (e.g., composition, 
temperature, UV)
✓knowledge from haze in the atmospheres 

of Titan and the Solar System giant planets



Summary,&,Conclusions
• We are clearly approaching Earth analogs. Planets 

detected so far are, however, quite uninhabitable.
• Understanding the compositional diversity of close-in 

super-Earths and its origin is crucial for understanding 
those of planets in habitable zones. 

• The “mineral” atmosphere of hot super-Earths could be an 
interesting target for future space-based observation.

• The atmosphere of low-density super-Earths has been 
explored intensively via transmission spectroscopy. 
➡ However, understanding properties of haze is a 

bottleneck to further studies, which needs the synergy 
between studies of the solar-system planets and 
exoplanets.


